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Section 1.0 - Introduction
	
1.0	 Scope and Precedence.
	
1. 1	 Scope.
This Test and Checkout Requirements Document lists LM-8 Vehicle functions to
be tested at the Grumman Bethpage facility from build-up to delivery to Cape Kennedy.
Precedence.
Reference (a); LSP 470-2; LM Master End Item Specification, Part U,
Product Configuration and Acceptance Test Requirements.
Reference (b); SN8-R014 LM-4 and subsequent Test and Checkout Requirements
Document (TCRD) for KSC.
Reference (a) shall govern for inconsistencies, if any, between the contract
specification test requirements and those listed herein.
Reference (b) shall govern for inconsistencies, if any, between this document
and the KSC TCRD.
	
1.2	 Abstract.
The Test and Checkout Document is provided in accordance with the requirements
of Apollo Directive 26. Changes to this document are to be made with replacement pages
has ing an index to indicate change record. This document contains separate sections as
iollows:
	
1.3	 Requirements Matrix (Section 2.0)
This section lists the test requirements by subsystem, and identifies in which
Test Location requirements are satisfied. KSC Requirements are included as a general
classification.
	
1.4	 FEAT System Verification, Plugs-In (Section 3.0)




	 FEAT Mission Oriented, Plugs-Out (Section 4.0)




	 Retest Philosophy (Section 5.0)
This section contains the general ground rules to be followed for spacecraft or
hardware verification in the event of test invalidation due to S/C equipment removal, cable
disconnections, repair, etc.
1-1
L7	 General Requirements (Section 6.0)
General test requirements for vehicle testing are contained in this section.
1.8	 Safety Requirements (Section 7.0)
Safety requirements for testing are contained in this section.
1.9	 Subsystem Support Matrix (Section 8.0)
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FEAT, LM SYSTEM VERIFICATION PLUGS-I;^T (OCP-GF-62500-PLG)
This test will be performed to verify quantitatively the total LM system EMC performance
in typical mission modes, under static and dynamic conditions.
Major Mode I -Consists of vehicle power application and subsystem turn-on and self test.
is turn on mode consists of ten major sub-sections and are as follows:
1. Activation of ECS, EPS and Instrumentation. This consists of application of water-
glycol coding, DC power via MSS & (.T167) connector to CDR aad LMP buses,
instrumentation, PCM high bit rate telemetry. Power switching from MSS to LUT,
then to LM batteries low voltage taps.
2. The LM/CSM Interface checkout comprises the activation of the L. R. , R. R. and
S-band Antenna Heaters. IMU and ASA Heater Switchover to LM power. Power
switching of LM batteries to CSM power and back to LM batteries.
PCM telemetry turn-on via, vehicle CB's and inverter simulator turn-on. Ending
with window heater C/O and pyro simulator reset.
3. A communication checkout (S-Band and VHF), including S-Band ranging and bit
error check, ending with activation of DUA.
4. Alighting check, including C&V^'F.A turn-on and self test, and a AC/DC bus C&WEA
trip level check.
5. The test continues with an ECS checkout which checks the caution and warning of the
water glycol primary loop, suit fan water separator and carbon dioxide sensor, and
cabin repressurization valve. It continues with a checkout of the descent water tank,
ascent water tank and oxygen tank controls and their associated displays and caution
and warning.
6. Major Mode I continues with CES turn-on. Including FCS displays turn-on; ATCA and
DECA turn-on; cabin controls set-up including T/TCA's. A verification is then made
of the RGA run-up followed by a set-up of the Start and Stop buttons, and circuits
controlling the engines.
7. The Landing Radar and Rendezvous Radar are then activated and self tested.
8. An RCS functional checkout commences with a Helium Caution Reset and Propellant
pressure and temperature checkout. The valve status is then checked along with the
main SOV functions. This is followed by a checkout of manifold pressure.
9. A Propulsion Functional Checkout follows with a check of descent helium regulators,
prnpulsion displays and controls, and propulsion caution and warning. This is
followed by manual descent engine start/stop, and manual ascent engine start/stop.
10. Major Mode I ends with the verification and initialization of the AEA memory noise -
test load.
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Ma'or Mode II -Consists of employing an Automatic Descent profile generated by the LGC
comprfs ng an automatic engine ON-OFF, gimbaling and throttling and LGC pulse commands
to the ACS jets. During the "profile," various fur::tions are tested such as DC voltage
switching (Hi-Lo), radars commanded and radar data fed to the LGC and the communica-
tions. There are three individual tests which are enumerated below:
i.	 Test 1 consists of the following performed concurrently with the descent profile,
rendezvous radar antenna slewilig under manual control, landing radar antenna
switching under LGC control. Also included are the switching ON and OFF of
docking lights.
A.D.C. switchover is made from Lo to Hi taps, and the Ascent Battery #5 32.5
normal feed and backup feed are switched ON and OFF.
A communication check is run and the antenna slew is perfurmed. Cabin
instrumentation is monitored during the test.
2. Test 2 consists of the following performed concurrently with the descent profile,
ren ezvou^a radar antenna slowing under manual control, landing radar antenna
switching tinder LGC control. The tracking lights are exorcized. D.C. power
switches (Lo to Hi) is performed, the Ascent Battery #5 normal and backup feeds
are turned on and the descent batteries are (deadfaced). A glycol pump 1 to pump 2
switchover is performed. A communication check is run and the S Band antenna
slew is performed. Cabin instrumentation is monitored during the test.
3. Test 3 consists again of operating the profile. Concurrently with it the rendezvous
ra ar antenna is slowed, the 1Ar.:iing radar antenna. is switched and the window
heaters (LMP & CDR) are turned on and off. Both the docking and tracking lights
are cycled on and off. A glycol pump switchover is performed. DC power switch-
over (Lo to Hi) is performed, then Ascent Battery #6 normal and backup feeds to
bus and the descent batteries are deadfaced. Both suit fans are exorcized and the
He regulator valves are cycled.
The communication check is run and the S-Barni antenna slew is performed. Cabin
instrumentation is monitored during the profile.
4. Test 4 again the profile is run with the radar antennas exorcized. The docking and
tracking lights are exorcized. The glycol pump switchover and descent helium
regulator valve cycling are performed. Engine gimbaling is disabled/enaioled,
manned throttle commands given and manual overrides of descent engine stop is
exorcized. PGNS ATT hold and AGS auto functions are checked. The DC power
switchover, Battery #5 and #6 backup feed to bus and descent batteries to deadfaced
is performed.
The communications test and clewing of the S-Band antenna cabin instrumentation is
monitored during the profile. Using the GSE inverter simulator for AC, the voitage
is varied and monitored.
5. Test 5 is a repeat of Test 4 with the exception of the following:
The Ascent batteries normal feed to bus is used instead of the backup feed, and the
GSE inverter voltage is constant, with the frequency varied..
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Major Mode III -Consists of an abort and abort stage in the AGS mode using, a program
generate y t e AEA comprising automatic engine ON-OFF, and steering errors. 'The
AEA memory noise test is terminated and the LGC memory test initiated. The two tests
are enumerated below:
1. The Abort/Abort Stage program is run concurrently witl ► an S-Band antenna slew,
manual throttle control glycol pump switehover, inverter switchover and
activation of docking and tracking lights.
2. The Abort/Abort 5^age program with S-Band antenna slew, manual throttle commands
by CDR who also activates his audio-control back-up. The docking lights are turned
ON-OFF and the DECA is turned off during program.
Major Mode IV -Consists of a vehicle turn-off electrically demated and turn-on for PGNS
Auto Ascent profile. The program consists of ascent engine ON-OFF and an RCS jet
profile. The RR, Communications, ECS and Lighting Systems are exercized. RCS valves





SECTION 4.0 -FEAT, MISSION ORIENTED PLUGS-OUT TEST
FEAT MISSION-ORIENTED, PLUGS-OUT (OCP-GF-62500-SIM)
This test will be performed to verify all functions which are planned for the Lunar Mission.
The eight phases are:
1. Pre-Launch Checkout
2. Earth Orbit - Translunar -Pre-Separation
3. Separation and First DPS Burn




8. AGS Abort and Rendezvous
1.	 Pre-Launch checkout commences with an EPS verification, PCM turn-on via LUT,
installation of ED devices and a closeout check. The ASA, IMU, LR and RR heaters
are activated by vehicle power.
^.	 Earth Orbit-Tranalunar - Pxe-Separation commences with a CSM/LM interface
verification. The PCM telemetry is burned on via vehicle CB's.
The cabin lighting is switched on and the following systems are activated and self
checked; Instrumentation, Caution and Warning, ECS, Communications, Propulsion,
(;-^ ^	 RCS, Primary Guidance, and Abort Guidance. In addition, the PGNS is fine
aligned and the AGS aligned to it, and the state vector is loaded into the LGC and
transferred to AEA.
The Landing Gear Deployment, DUA turn-on and Ordeal Checkout finish this section.
3. Separation and First DPS Burn commences with a simulated minus X translation
initiated at the DSKY. Cabin switches are set for a short descent burn, an ullage
maneuver is performed, and the descent engine is stated via DSKY command.
(This simulates orbit insertion). Verification is made that helium pressurization
fuses are blown, EPS modes are set for powered descent, and the tracking light
fs turned on.
Propellant, Gases and Fluids Checkout are performed.
4. Lunar Descent and Landing the LGC is loaded with the burn profile via the DUA.
Suit f zn #1 and glycol pump ^1 are turned on and the second profile is initiated. The
gimbaling, throttling and RCS commands are stored on the FR 1400 tapes. The
suit fan and glycol pump are then turned off.
The LR is activated and self tested. Manual functions associated with Hover are
performed.
5. Lunar Sta commences with a subsystem deactivation and EPS checkout. The AGS




6. Pre-Launch reactivation includes PGNS alignm.ant checks and propellants status
c ec s. ^ is configured for ascent burn, AG3 and RR are self tested and the
RC9/ASC interconnect valves opened.
7. Powered Ascent commences with ascent helium pressurization. A profile is loaded
^n	 e	 v a the DUA. Suit fan #2 and glycol pump #2 are turned off and the
Ascent Engine is switched off for coast.
A VHF ranging test, manual ACA ascent burns exercise to simulate docking and
PGNS shutdown.
8. AG3 Abort and Rendezvous -The modified AEA FP3 flight program is run and an
An og Autopi of R ezvous performed.
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SECTION 5 . 0 -RETEST PHILOSOPHY
^:
^..
Section 5.0 -Retest Philosophy
Because of possible retrofits, failures, troubleshooting, etc. , a certain amount of
previously accomplished tasting may be invalidated and therefore must be reverified.
Specific retest requirements shad be establishE,d for each situation, based upon the fol-
lowing general ground rules:
A. GENERAL
1. Re-verification may require delta testing or may utilize downstream testing bat
must be accomplishes prior to the start of the FEAT System Verification, Plugs-In.
However, if troutilee^hooting or a replacement is required during the FEAT, Plugs-In
Test, thy+ re-verification must be accomplished beforie the completion of the FEAT Plugs-
In Test by re-running the appropriat6 test prnc^edure sequences.
2. The documentation that identifies and authorizes the 	 ion resulting in
	
invalidation of previous testing must include the specifi: rate.	 .renxentb for re-
verification of the vehicle or test constraints, and must be apF^, ;^^d by the Resident As-
sistant Manager, Apollo fipaceeraft Progrars. Ogice.
E. ELECTRICAL
1 _ All electrcraic replaceable assemblies must be pre-installation tested in accordance
with existing specification and time limitations to verify that the assembly, by itself, meets
the required performance criteria.
2. Any suspected or failed assembly removes from the spacecraft must be recycled
through apre-installati^m test, plus any bench level darts testing that may be required to
isolate malfunctions. Units which have exhibited intermittent failures must not be
reinstalled into the spacecraft until the cause of the failure has been determined and cor-
rect.
3. If an electronic assembly la replaced in the spacecraft with a different unit, all
functional modes and all functional paths to and through the replacement assembly must
be re-verified.
4. When assembliesa are removed from the spacecraft solely for access to other
equipm3nt, only an interface integrity test will be performed.
5. All electrical connectors which are dsmated or replaced must have all functional
paths re-verified after x^mating.
C. FLUID AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
1. The replacement of components or the breaking of any fluid system will require,









re-verification of the re-worked area. Replaced relief valves will be pressure tested to
MDOP. Functional verification in the spacecraft is required on replacement components.
2. Mechanical assemblies that have been functionally tested in the spacecraft and




SECTION 6.0 - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
Section 6.0 -General Requirements
1. Positive pressure is to be maintained on all tanks at all times for atmospheric
pressure changes and for maintaining system cleanliness.
2. The IMU temperature controller PTC is to be activated and monitored at all times
e?:cept when on internal power.
3. The Abort Sensor Assembly temperature controller PTMU is to be activated and
monitored at all times except when on internal power.
4. G& N parameter verification. tests are to be conducted on the PIPA scale factor and
bias and on the IRIG scale factor and drift coefficient on a periodic basis normally not to
exceed 60 days between tests.
5. Cabin air to be provided durfng all test operation in order to maintain cleanliness
and provide cooling.
6. Provide cooling to electrical subsystems utilizing GSE circulated water glycol.
7. Prior to the introduction of any fluids into spacecraft systems, spec requirements
of the fluids must be verified.
8. Abort and simulated mission sequences are to conform to the AOH as closely as
possible within test configuration and facility constraints.
9. AGS Parameter verification is performed every 30 to 60 days.
CATEGORY
MANDATORY OPTIONAL
Unsuited Crew participation is required during the following tests:
OCP 36527 DATA CHANNEL VERIFIC.^TION (C&W ONLY)
	 X










OCP 62500 - PLG FEAT, PLUGS-IN 	 X
OCP 62500 - SIM FEA1^, PLUGS-OUT	 X
Suited Crew participation is required during the following tests;
OCP 32016 CREW SUITING (FOR A/B, CDR, LMP)	 X
OCP 32014 A/5 CREW COMPARTMENT FIT AND	 X
FUNCTIONAL
OCP 32022 CREW BUTTING (FOR D/S, LMP ONLY)	 X
OCP 32021 D/S CREW COMPARTMENT FTT AND	 X
FUNCTIONAL
MANDATORY: Otte or more of the Prime or Backup Flight Crew will man the
spacecraft far the test.
OPTIONAL: One or more GAEC Consulting Pilots will man the spacecraft for
the test. Flight crew manning will be at the option of the Crew
Commander.
10, An accounting of limitated life or limited cycle items will be mafntained.
il. LM configuration will he verified to compatible with each test and GSE prior to any
test.
12. _ Flight Instrumentation used for spacecraft evaluation shall be verified/calibrated
prior to use.
13. The current Apollo Operations Handbook (AOH) procedures will be utilized where
applicable to the LM Manned Flight Vehicles to accomplish corresponding OCP sequences
for OCP 62500 3IM at Bethpage as well as all teats at KSC involving the flight crew.
These OCP 's shall deviate for the AOH procedures only when required to meet approved






SECTION 7.0 -SAFETY REQUIREMENTS
3	
)`
Section 7.0 -Safety Requirements
BPA operations are to be in accordance or conformance with the following considerations
or conditions:
Identification of all hazardous operations.
The planning operations to minimize the exposure of personnel to hazardous
conditions.
Verification that all inputs to the spacecraft systems are corrECt before connection
or insertion is made.
All nonflight equipment introduced for testing must be nonhazardous.
All hardware and associated software must meet required configurations and must
have received proper controlled handling.
Supporting personnel must have been trained in the respective operations for achieving
satisfactory test data while maintaining the safety of the space vehicle, equipment,
crew and other support personnel.
A planned method for restoring the vehicle to a safe configuration following an inter-
ruption of the test.
A plan for the escape and rescue of the crew and supporting personnel during all
hazardous tests.
Pretest verificatior. of the test readiness of all facilities employed in checkout oper-
ations.
The protection of the spacecraft and its systems from exposure to harmful environ-
ments or contaminants.
The providing of maximum protection aga:^,st damage to the spacecraft or space
vehicle as a result of accidental fluid leakage or spillage.
Operational checkout procedures and safety program documents must be evaluated and
reviewed to assure that they:
	 '
Will not create destructive damage to any spacecraft system or to the crew.
Are applicable for the hardware configuration.
Contain the proper safety requirements, warning, and caution notes to insure
maximum personnel identification of and awareness of all hazards involved.
Have back-out (emergency) capability.
Do not initiate unscheduled or out-of-sequence events.
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e^ w 0 C
System Under Test
o^^o^
oy o$ oR oa ^ ^^ ^4AQ^ RA:J^GO GO
Elect rical Power Subsystem
Lighting Subsystem X
x
Inertial Measurement Unit v X X X
LM Guidance Computer X	 I X IX X
Alknment Optical Tracker X Ix
Landing
 Radar X X
Rendezvous Radar x
Abort Electronics Assemb ly X X X X X X X X X
Abort Sensor Assembly Ix Ix Ix X Ix Ix X X
Control  Electronics Section X I Ix X Ix I X
Reaction Control Subsystem X I X X I X
D S Propulsion Section X X X
A/S Propulsion Section X IX Ix




X X X X
Communication




X X X X X
PCMTEA Instrumentation X
SCEA Instrumentation x
EA Instrumentation X X
Heat Transport Section
Environmental Control Subsystem
D isplays S X X
X XX
X
X X X X X X X
X X X X X
X X
X X X X X X
-
X X X X
XXXXXXX x ; x X X
X X X X X X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X
X X X X X X
X X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X X X X X
X X
T'
X X X X X X
X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X X X
X X X X
x X X
X X I Ix X X x	 I
X X X X X
PO OIIT Fri, k
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